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Let’s Get Started!
Table Talk

 1)      If you could have one song play every time you entered a 
room, what would it be and why?

 2)      You accidentally ate some radioactive pizza.  The good 
news is that it tasted great!  The even better news is that it’s 
given you one superpower of your choice.  What do you choose 
and why?

3 )   What’s the most embarrassing fashion trend you used to 
rock?  And/or if you could bring back any fashion trend, what 
would it be and why?

4)   You have your own late night talk show!  Who do you invite 
as your first guest and why?



Elements of Culturally Responsive 
Mathematics Teaching 
Aguirre & Zavala, 2013

1. Intellectual Support
2. Depth of Student Knowledge and 

Understanding
3. Mathematical Analysis
4. Mathematics Discourse and 

Communication
5. Student Engagement
6. Academic Language Support for English 

Learners (Emerging Bilingual students)
7. Cultural/Community-based Funds of 

Knowledge
8. Use of Critical Knowledge/Social Justice

Mathematical Teaching Practices 
NCTM Principles to Actions, 2014

1. Establish Mathematical Goals to Focus 
Learning

2. Implement Tasks that Promote Reasoning 
and Sense Making

3. Use and Connect Mathematical 
Representations

4. Facilitate Meaningful Mathematical 
Discourse

5. Pose Purposeful Questions
6. Build Procedural Fluency from Conceptual 

Understanding
7. Support Productive Struggle in Learning 

Mathematics
8. Elicit and Use Evidence of Student Thinking 

Frameworks for Teaching Mathematics that Informed our Work

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/1554480X.2013.768518
https://www.nctm.org/PtA/


Mathematical Shifts in 
Classroom Practice

  Shift 7 - Mathematics made easy towards 
students engaged in productive struggle

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1scV6fBAy7DMNJ5VNjKKOFRUwh4rfIRGS/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114863283063657120901&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1scV6fBAy7DMNJ5VNjKKOFRUwh4rfIRGS/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=114863283063657120901&rtpof=true&sd=true


Shifting the definition of math to problem solving…



1,001 Pennies



Norms

◎ Visual Random Grouping 
(Playing cards will identify your 
group)

◎ Standing is required

◎ One marker per board
◉ Writer is recording group 

member’s ideas

◎ Spying is allowed



There are 1,001 pennies lined up on a table. Starting at 
the beginning of the line, Student A replaces every second 
coin with a nickel. Then Student B starts at the beginning 
and replaces every third coin with a dime. Finally, Student 
C starts at the beginning and replaces every fourth coin 
with a quarter. 

How much money is on the table now?



There are 1,001 pennies lined up on a table. Starting at 
one end of the line, Student A replaces every second coin 
with a nickel. Then Student B starts at the beginning and 
replaces every third coin with a dime. Finally, Student C 
starts at the beginning and replaces every fourth coin with 
a quarter. How much money is on the table now?



1001 Pennies Debriefing

◎ How did the math task 
promote productive struggle? 

◎ How did working in visibly 
random group on a vertical no 
permanent work space 
support productive struggle?



Exercises versus Problems

Nana’s Eggs Exercise:
Nana’s recipe calls for 2 eggs to 3 
tablespoons of flour.  How many 
tablespoons of flour does she need 
with 8 eggs?

Nana’s Eggs Problem: 
Nana’s recipe calls for 2 eggs to 3 
tablespoons of flour.  I put 2 eggs 
to 4 tablespoon of flour. How do I 
fix it?



How do you choose tasks?

◎ Open Middle - A problem structure where a task 
has a single final correct answer, but in which 
there are multiple possible correct ways to 
approach and solve the problem.

◎ Low Floor - Task with a threshold that allows 
any and all learners to find a point of entry, or 
access, and then engage within their level of 
comfort.

◎ High Ceiling - Tasks that have ambiguity and/or 
room for extensions such that students can 
engage with the evolving complexity of the task.



Student Behaviors
◎ Struggling at times but know that 

learning comes from confusion and struggle. 
◎ Asking questions to help them 

understand the task 
◎ Persevering in solving problems and 

realizing that it is ok to say, “I don’t know 
how to proceed here,” but it is not ok to give 
up. 

◎ Helping one another without telling their 
classmates what the answer is or how to 
solve the problem.

Principles to Action (2014) pg 52



Teacher Behaviors

◎ Anticipating what students might 
struggle with and being prepared to 
support them productively. 

◎ Giving students time to struggle, and 
asking questions that scaffold students’ 
thinking without stepping in. 

◎ Helping students realize that confusion 
and errors are a part of learning, by 
facilitating discussions on mistakes, 
misconceptions, and struggles. 

◎ Praising students for their efforts in 
making sense and perseverance.

Principles to Action (2014) pg 52



How to get students to 
productively struggle?

● Based on 15 
years of research:

Building Thinking 
Classrooms in 
Mathematics 
Structures and 
Routines



BTC in Action





What is something you are improving on? 



Productive 
Struggle

Building 
Thinking

Classroom

Culturally 
Responsive 

Mathematics 
Teaching “CRMT”

● Intellectual Support
● Depth of Student 

Knowledge 
and Understanding

● Mathematical Analysis
● Mathematics Discourse 

and Communication
● Student Engagement

● Leads to understanding. 
● Makes learning goals feel 

attainable and effort 
seem worthwhile. 

● Leads students to feelings 
of empowerment and 
efficacy. 

● Disrupts many norms of 
traditional classrooms

● Minimize “studenting” 
behaviors to increase 
learning

● Encourages use of rich 
tasks that promote 
productive struggle



PD Opportunities developed/facilitated by ATMALA MTFs

CSUF Extension is promoting the MCMs through TEEM (Teaching for Equity and Engagement in Mathematics).  
Click here for more MCM Details.

https://ellismathed.tiny.us/teemmicrocredentials


           Questions?

Thank you for your time!

Angela Reed, NBCT
reed_a@auhsd.us

Nick Navarro
nnavarro@staff.nlmusd.org 

mailto:reed_a@auhsd.us
mailto:nnavarro@staff.nlmusd.org


Resources

ATMALA MCM Courses: https://ellismathed.tiny.us/teemmicrocredentials

CRMT Framework: Aguirre & Zavala 2013

Mathematical Teaching Practices: Principles to Actions

Peter Liljedhal’s Building Thinking Classrooms

https://ellismathed.tiny.us/teemmicrocredentials
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/1554480X.2013.768518
https://www.nctm.org/PtA/
https://us.corwin.com/en-us/nam/author/peter-liljedahl-0

